Commitment that goes
above and beyond
Our ambition is simple: to provide every customer with the very best service; by communicating openly and honestly,
anticipating problems and delivering the consistent results that will be considered an “investment” by our customers.
Norman Global Logistics provide global air, sea and road freight services from five offices in the UK, seven across Asia
and a network that extends to a further 100 countries.

Five UK offices in the UK
Seven Asia offices
70,000 sq ft of transit, secure and
bonded warehousing
110 employees
Privately owned and managed
Accredited members of BIFA - IATA - UKWA
Quality approved to IS09001-2008
Modern commercial vehicle fleet
AEO accredited

Origin and destination services include:
Inbound and outbound multi-modal freight
Consolidation and deconsolidation
Flexible secure warehousing
In-country distribution
Supply chain visibility
Order management
e-Fulfilment
Multi-lingual personnel
Project & out-of-gauge movements
SOLAS advice and compliance

Heathrow +44 (0)20 8893 2999 | london@norman.co.uk Asia +852 3582 3440 | trustus@normanglobal.com

www.normanglobal.com

trust us
to deliver

The complex made
simple
Moving cargo internationally is a complex process that businesses of all sizes and types trust Norman Global
Logistics to simplify.

Our services

AIR

The widest range of
transit and rate options

LOGISTICS

Receipt, QC, storage,
pick, despatch and
distribution

Dedicated personnel
offer a seamless sea
freight experience

Regular and reliable
overland services

ECOMMERCE

Processes that drive
down cost, streamlining
delivery and returns

SUPPLY CHAIN

ROAD

OCEAN

Enhancing supply chain
performance

RECYCLING

Managing the supply
chains of the UK’s
leading metal recyclers

INSURANCE

Protecting customers
from loss or damage

For forty-five years, Norman Global Logistics has looked after the freight, logistics and associated needs of a wide
variety of clients across a range of industries, including:
Apparel | Electronics | Foodstuffs | Manufacturing | Recycling | Timber | Paper | Toys

Metal Recycling
Our Liverpool based
experts manage the
export supply chains of
many of the UK’s leading
metal recyclers.
Complete discretion
Product-specific materials handling equipment
Dedicated team of recycling experts
Guaranteed space with selected carriers
Customs regime management

Timber
We manage the
import of
containerised sawn
timber products for
the UK’s hardwood
sector and cover all major sourcing regions.
Regions covered include:
Asia Antipodes Canada
North & South America Scandinavia

trust us
to deliver

